There is always a better deal

23/11/2019

Better Deal is challenging the current
experience of people trying to find a better deal
We’re the antithesis of the cheap and phoney world of misleading deal sites.
We’re doing this by building a community of like-minded price hunters.
We’re giving back control and transparency to people, but in a simple (and fun) way.

Better to share

Every kind of deal

Building a buzzing community

Within a community you feel part of
something special. There’s strength in
numbers, where the best deals are found
and shared. It’s a place to be a part of
something better. A like-minded community
that loves to natter. Because it’s better to
share.

Better Deal is a community-led platform, by
the people, for the people. It’s a place where
every kind of person can find a deal that’s
right for them. Better Deal isn’t about tech or
algorithms, it’s about people and about trust.
You’re human. Real advice from real people.
Real connections and real control.

There’s nothing better than finding a great
deal. When you do, you can’t wait to tell your
friends about it. The thrill of it all means you
can’t stop smiling. Better Deal taps into this
fun and lets everyone get involved. By
building a platform to share, chat, and get
great deals, they get everyone excited…
and the smiles are contagious.
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Current Openings

See where you fit in.

Front-End Engineer

Engineering

Full-time

• London, Earlsfield

Back-End Engineer

Engineering

Full-time

• London, Earlsfield

Dev-Ops Engineer

Engineering

Full-time

• London, Earlsfield

Product Designer

Design

Full-time

• London, Earlsfield

Partnerships Manager

Marketing

Full-time

• London, Earlsfield

Community Manager

Marketing

Full-time

• London, Earlsfield

Web Operations Manager

Marketing

Full-time

• London, Earlsfield
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Engineering

Front-End Engineer
In this role, you will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build fast and easy-to-use websites and web applications
Work closely with Back-End & Mobile Engineers and Product Designers
Utilise a variety of frontend technologies to build scalable products
Collaborate with other engineers to ensure optimal experience for our users
Actively provide code review feedback to other engineers, considering both style and implementation
Provide thoughtful and comprehensive documentation and testing for your features before shipping them

Minimum requirements:
•
•
•
•

You have 2+ years prior professional experience
You have experience with HTML, CSS and Bootstrap Framework
You have experience with JavaScript and jQuery
You have experience with Git

Job type and salary:
• Full-time, permanent
• 25k - 35k + benefits
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Engineering

Back-End Engineer
In this role, you will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participate in API design and implementation for both internal APIs and those provided by our partners
Design, implement, and improve new backend services
Maintain and extend existing backend services
Collaborate with other engineers to ensure smooth deployment and continual operation
Actively provide code review feedback to other engineers, considering both style and implementation
Provide thoughtful and comprehensive documentation and testing for your features before shipping them

Minimum requirements:
•
•
•
•

You have 2+ years prior professional experience
You have experience with PHP, MySQL and Laravel Framework
You have experience with micro services and restful APIs
You have experience with Git

Job type and salary:
• Full-time, permanent
• 25k - 35k + benefits
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Engineering

Dev-Ops Engineer
In this role, you will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure availability of production and deployment systems
Manage CI/CD systems and help engineers with continuous testing process
Research, analyse, implement and maintain new technology solutions for infrastructure
Collaborate with other engineers to improve deployment of new product features
Follow the concept of infrastructure as code and therefore automate, automate and automate
Provide thoughtful and comprehensive documentation

Minimum requirements:
•
•
•
•

You have 2+ years prior professional experience
You have experience with AWS, Docker and Kubernetes
You have experience with automation tools
You have experience with Git

Job type and salary:
• Full-time, permanent
• 25k - 35k + benefits
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Design

Product Designer
In this role, you will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lead design projects across the entire product lifecycle and multiple product launches
Set the vision for the user experience and create the space for others to collaborate
Work with small multi-disciplinary teams to find elegant but practical solutions to design challenges
Be autonomous and take ownership of your work, and responsibility for every last detail, every step of the way
Rapidly produce multiple concepts and prototype and knowing when to apply pixel-perfect attention to detail
Stay up-to-date with current design trends

Minimum requirements:
• You have 2+ years prior professional experience
• You have experience with Adobe CC Suite, Sketch and Zeplin
• You have experience with common design tools and services

Job type and salary:
• Full-time, permanent
• 25k - 35k + benefits
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Marketing

Partnerships Manager
In this role, you will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define and coordinate the affiliates strategy to drive traffic and revenue
Manage relationships with key affiliates as well as drive new partnerships
Identify innovative opportunities to grow the channel
Be responsible for seasonal planning & partner outreach
Gather data, generate reports and carry out advanced performance analysis
Continually review and suggest changes based on current performance and impact on campaign goals & KPIs

Minimum requirements:
• You have 2+ years prior professional experience
• You have experience with aﬃliate marketing and proven success in previous roles
• You have experience with presenting key information in a clear and concise way

Job type and salary:
• Full-time, permanent
• 35k - 45k + benefits
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Marketing

Community Manager
In this role, you will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Set, plan and implement social media and communication campaigns and strategies
Provide engaging text, image and video content for all social media accounts
Organise and manage events to boost brand awareness
Respond to users in timely manner
Build relationships with users, industry professionals and journalists
Stay up-to-date with digital technology trends

Minimum requirements:
• You have 2+ years prior professional experience
• You have experience with online marketing and proven success in previous roles
• You have experience with planning and leading community initiatives

Job type and salary:
• Full-time, permanent
• 35k - 45k + benefits
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Marketing

Web Operations Manager
In this role, you will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build, plan and implement the overall marketing strategy
Manage and oversea different marketing channels - including campaigns, events and PR
Measure ROI and KPIs, prepare and manage marketing budget
Organise and lead marketing team, manage and train the rest of the team
Continually review changes to the market, consumer trends and the activities of competitors
Stay up-to-date with digital technology trends

Minimum requirements:
• You have 2+ years prior professional experience
• You have experience with online marketing and proven success in previous roles
• You have experience with planning and leading community initiatives

Job type and salary:
• Full-time, permanent
• 35k - 45k + benefits
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Benefits

We offer the additional following benefits.

Career progression

Knowledge sharing

Social development

Performance reviews

We’ll contribute towards books,
training and workshops to
further your abilities on the job.

Team collaboration and group
information transferring sessions
to increase individual and group
knowledge.

Increasing team skills,
communication and morale.
Pool, table tennis, movie
and pizza nights.

Regular feedback identifying
areas for improvement
supported by a merit-based
compensation system.

Generous pension

Health insurance

Gym membership

Mood Food Cafe

We will match any contributions
you make up-to 16% doubling
your pension benefits from the
norm 8%.

A healthy workforce is a more
productive workforce. You
can extend this benefit to
your family members as well.

We provide subsidised gym
membership with the location
of your choice to ensure a
healthy body and mind.

Enjoy discounted freshly
prepared sandwiches and
salads at our very own cafe
just 2 mins walk from office.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Where are your roles based?
• Our offices are in SW London in a converted warehouse builded aptly named “The Warehouse”. Next to the river handle and close to shops, cafes and
parks traveling to our offices takes you away from the flow of commuters traveling into the city. Earlsfield railway station is just 5 mins walk from the offices
which is just 15 mins from London Waterloo.

Do you offer internships or work experience?
• All our roles are full time and paid, whilst we do support the ongoing career development of our team we also appreciate the requirements to maintain a
relative level of financial independence avoiding the requirement to fund from savings your living expenses. If you are interested in a position with the
company but am concurred about you experience contact us and we’ll see what we can do to accommodate you.

I’m a recruiter, can we work together?
• We prefer to engage directly with future team members and therefore do not currently use the services of recruiters. Thats not to say we will not in the future
it’s just at this very important stage of growth in our company we need to hand pick our team and prefer to reach out directly to carefully selected
prospective candidates.
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Boardroom

Open Workspace
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betterdeal.com Limited
12 Ravensbury Terrace
London SW18 4RL

Based in the heart of
South West London
Apply now at careers@betterdeal.com

